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ABSTRACT: Strain hardening is an important issue for the design and application of materials. The strain hardening of graphene
foams has been widely observed but poorly understood. Here, by adopting the coarse-grained molecular dynamics method, we
systematically investigated the microscopic mechanism and influencing factors of strain hardening and related mechanical properties
of graphene foams under shear loading. We found that the strain hardening is induced by cumulative nonlocalized bond-breakings
and rearrangements of microstructures. Furthermore, it can be effectively tuned by the number of graphene layers and cross-link
densities, i.e., the strain hardening would emerge at a smaller shear strain for the graphene foams with thicker sheets and/or more
cross-links. In addition, the shear stiffness G of graphene foams increases linearly with the cross-link density and exponentially with
the number of graphene layers n by G ∼ n1.95. These findings not only improve our understanding of the promising bulk materials
but also pave the way for optimizing structural design in wide applications based on their mechanical properties.

1. INTRODUCTION
As a new kind of porous bulk assembly of graphene sheets,
graphene foams (GrFs) have a series of excellent mechan-
ical1−3 and physical4,5 properties. It is reported that they have
potential applications in a broad range of fields including
energy storage,6,7 environment purification,8,9 flexible elec-
tronics,10 and advanced composites.11

Both macroscopic mechanical responses and related micro-
structural evolutions of GrFs under uniaxial compres-
sion,2,12−16 tension,14−18 and shearing19,20 have been studied
by experiments and simulations due to their basic importance
to practical applications. All GrFs in uniaxial compression
exhibit a rubber-like response with the typical three periods in
the stress−strain curves, i.e., the initial linear elastic stage
successively followed by a yielding stage and a final
densification one; they show a multipeak stress−strain
response under uniaxial tension17 due to the sheet alignment
and intermittent bond-breakings of graphene sheets and cross-
links.18 A similar mechanical response of GrFs has been
observed under shear loading using the coarse-grained
simulation.19

Interestingly, no matter what kind of external load is
adopted, the strain hardening that the stress increases with
strain after the yield plateau can be identified. It has been well-

understood for the strain hardening of GrFs in uniaxial
compression as it definitely emerges in the last densification
stage due to the rotating and folding of graphene sheets in the
direction of compression.21 Compared to the well-understood
densification-induced strain hardening in compression, the
strain hardening behavior in the uniaxial tension15−17 and
shearing19,20 of GrFs remains elusive. On the one hand, some
GrF systems17,19 have obvious single and even multiple
hardening behaviors in the loading process, while others15,16,20

have relatively weak hardening behavior; on the other hand,
the critical strain to enter the strain hardening stage varies in
different GrFs.
The underlying mechanisms of strain hardening of GrFs

should be much different from those of metals and polymers.
For metals, the strain hardening is mainly induced by
increasing the dislocation density or the lattice resistance
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against dislocation sliding by alloying and refining grain size as
studied in ref 22; for polymers,23 the strain hardening is
attributed to the stretching and development of the long-range
orientation of the entangled polymer network.
The possible factors influencing the strain hardening of GrFs

include the density of the foam system, the size and thickness
of graphene sheets, and the content of intersheet cross-links.
More importantly, some chemical bonds in graphene sheets
and cross-links between neighbor sheets would definitely break
in both tension and shearing, which would influence the
microstructural evolution as well as hardening behaviors. It is
difficult to accurately monitor and modulate these factors by
existing experimental techniques to study their effect on the
hardening of GrFs. Hence, the simulation method is an
effective candidate. Actually, the simulation methods of all-
atomic molecular dynamics (AAMD) and coarse-grained
molecular dynamics (CGMD) have been successfully adopted
to study a series of mechanical issues of GrFs. By AAMD,
Baimova et al.20 investigated the mechanical responses of GrFs
under hydrostatic pressure and shear strain. Qin et al.15

showed that GrFs have an exceptionally high ultimate tensile
strength 10 times as strong as mild steel but with a relatively
low density of 4.6% that of mild steel by combining AAMD
simulations and experiments based on 3D printed models.
Zhang et al.24 created a GrF with a specific compressive
strength of 9.79 GPa cm3 g−1, a value that surpasses those of
nearly all existing structural materials, and unveiled that the
beneficial mechanical properties are enabled by the local
deformation of 1 nm curled graphene fragments, the
interactions among neighboring fragments, and the presence
of covalent carbon−carbon bonds by adopting AAMD
simulations. Patil et al.16,25 studied the fracture behaviors of
GrFs using AAMD and found that the fracture toughness
shows a power-law dependence on the density with the
exponent estimated to be 1.41 ± 0.04; they also studied the
shockwave response of GrFs of a wide range of densities from
149 to 679 kg/m3 and obtained a linear relationship between
the shock velocity and the particle velocity. On the basis of
CGMD, Wang et al. and Pan et al. systematically investigated
the micromechanism and basic characteristics of elasticity of
GrFs under compression and tension,14 uniaxial super-
compression, and recovery behavior of GrFs with a hole-
flake network.13 They also unveiled the mesoscopic physical
mechanism of a multipeak stress−strain relationship, the
ductile fracture mode near the plane 45° from the loading
direction under tension,18 and a rubber-like behavior and a
near-zero Poisson’s ratio under compression,21 which are
significant characteristics of GrFs observed in experiments.17

Xia et al.19 reported that a critical temperature can tune GrFs
to be either fluid-like or glassy-like by using CGMD.
In the present study, we apply CGMD to investigate the

deformation behaviors and fracture modes of GrFs. A two-
dimensional (2D) coarse-grained graphene model developed
by Cranford and Buehler26 is expanded into three-dimensional
(3D) to evaluate the mechanical performance of the graphene
assembly under shear loading. The rest of this article is
organized as follows: First, the 3D GrF model is established by
assembling 2D graphene sheets with intersheet cross-links. On
this basis, significant strain hardening after yielding a plateau is
reproduced, and then, two physical mechanisms leading to the
strain hardening are elucidated, including the nonlocalized
fracture propagation and the rearrangement of geometry and
stress caused by bond-breakings and external loading. Then,

the effect of the configuration parameters, including the
number of graphene layers and cross-link densities, on the
mechanical properties of GrFs under shear loading is revealed.
Finally, the conclusions are given at the end of the paper.
These conclusions could not only help deepen the under-
standing of graphene-based foam materials but also provide
insights into the analogous 3D assemblies of ample 2D atomic
crystals such as h-BN and MoS2 among others.27,28

2. METHODS
2.1. Coarse-Grained Molecular Dynamics. In the

coarse-grained (CG) models, groups of atoms are clustered
into beads that interact through effective force fields, allowing
the mesoscale physical processes to be simulated while
retaining the microscale details in a cost-effective manner.
The force-field potentials of the CG model adopted in our
simulation include bond energy Ebond = kT(r − r0)

2/2, angle
energy Eangle = kB(θ − θ0)

2/2, and pairwise van der Waals
(vdW) interaction EvdW = 4ε((σ/r)12 − (σ/r)6), where kT, r, r0,
kB, θ, θ0, ε, and σ are the tensile stiffness, the current bond
length, the equilibrium bond length, the bend stiffness, the
angle of the triplet, the angle of the equilibrium triplet, the
energy well depth, and the zero-energy distance, respectively.
All these parameters are taken from full atomistic calculations
based on the conservation of potential energy.26

In practical preparation, the number of graphene layers can
be tuned from 1 to 10 layers in integer intervals,29 from which
the 5-layer GrF is selected in the paper as a representative to
illustrate the physical mechanism of strain hardening. The
effect of the number of graphene layers is discussed in detail in
Section 3.5. The parameters of the main force field in the 5-
layer GrF are shown in Table 1, and those in GrFs of different
graphene layers can be found in Table S1 in the Supporting
Information.

2.2. Fabrication of Numerical Samples. One of the
most common methods in the laboratory to prepare GrFs is
the assembly method,30 which is mainly realized by preparing
suspensions of graphene sheets at first and then using suitable
methods such as adding cross-link agents to assemble
uniformly distributed graphene sheets to 3D porous foam.
Analogous to the above assembly method, the coarse-grained
model of GrFs is established here and used for subsequent
research on mechanical response under shear loading, as
shown in Figure 1. As the building block, the coarse-grained
model of graphene sheets proposed by Cranford and Buehler26

is adopted in this paper, in which groups of atoms in the all-
atom model are simplified to a coarse grain with an equilibrium
bond length of 2.5 nm based on the equivalence of potential
energy. Figure 1a-i shows the coarse-grained graphene sheet
with a size of 72.5 nm × 72.5 nm. In addition, the fracture of

Table 1. The Parameters of the Main Force Field in the 5-
Layer GrF

interactions parameters values

bond equilibrium bond distance r0 (Å) 25
tensile stiffness kT (kcal mol−1 Å−2) 2325

angle bend stiffness kB (kcal/mol) (θ0 = 90°) 84,350
bend stiffness kB (kcal/mol) (θ0 = 180°) 185,601

vdW Lennard-Jones parameter ε (kcal/mol) 473.0
Lennard-Jones parameter σ (Å) 15.20
Lennard-Jones cutoff radius (Å) 30
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graphene is considered in this study, and the fracture strain of
chemical bonds is taken to be 12% based on abundant
experimental and theoretical research.31,32

In numerous experiments and applications, building cross-
links among individual graphene sheets has become a
widespread functionalization technique used in 3D graphene
architectures33 due to the significant improvement in the
properties of GrFs.34,35 Here, we focus on the mechanical
performance of GrFs with intersheet cross-links. The covalent
bond model of cross-links with the same force-field parameters
of inner-sheet bonds is adopted here to simulate the strong
connecting effect in the actual samples caused by either
physical cohesion or chemical treatment,36 as shown by blue
points in Figure 1a-ii.
According to the equilibrium bond length (2.5 nm) and

fracture strain (12%) of graphene sheets, the distance between
the particle pairs of different graphene sheets to decide if cross-
links can be generated is set to be 2.2−2.8 nm. When the
distance is larger than 2.8 nm, the chemical bonds in the model
hardly exist, while the structure will undergo large disturbance
in the subsequent geometric optimization when the distance is
smaller than 2.2 nm since chemical bonds tend to recover the
equilibrium bond length. The total number of cross-links
satisfying the above distance requirement is the maximum

Figure 1. Numerical model of the GrF. (a-i) Building block of a piece
of a graphene sheet and (a-ii) cross-links between graphene sheets.
(b) 5-layer GrF with cross-links. (c) Scanning electron microscope
image of GrF and its cross-link structures. (d) Schematic diagram of
shear loading.

Figure 2. Strain hardening phenomenon in GrFs. (a) Variation of shear stress τxy and the fraction of broken bonds fbroken with shear strain,
illustrated by the microstructural evolution of the representative load-bearing unit. (b) Distribution and evolution of stress component τxy under
shear loading.
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number of cross-links Nmax (10,539 in all our simulations),
from which the current content of cross-links Ncur can be tuned
by randomly selecting a specified number of cross-links. Thus,
the relative cross-link density ρ is defined as the current
number of cross-links Ncur divided by the maximum number of
cross-links Nmax in the model. The greater the cross-link
density, the better the connectivity in GrFs is. The effect of
cross-link densities on mechanical properties is discussed in
Section 3.5.
The mesoscopic model of the 5-layer GrF is shown in Figure

1b, where a representative volume element of 235.7 nm ×
219.7 nm × 215.8 nm is assembled by 100 identical graphene
sheets with a relative cross-link density of 0.47 (corresponding
to ∼4.5 × 105 cross-links per cubic micrometer). The total
energy curves during the equilibrium processes are shown in
Figure S1 in the Supporting Information, indicating the
realization of energy minimization and geometric optimization.
After energy minimization of the system, a stable GrF with
cross-links is obtained with a mass density of 39−380 mg/cm3

for 1−10 layers, within the density range of the GrF samples
prepared in experiments.3,33,37 The sample of GrF prepared by
an assembly method in the experiments is characterized using a
scanning electron microscope, as shown in Figure 1c, in which
graphene sheets are disorderly placed and connected by
intersheet cross-links in forms of points, lines, and faces. In
conclusion, the numerical model is qualitatively consistent with
the random network topology, cross-link structure, and
material density of the experimental samples, which verifies
the rationality of the numerical model.
Simple shear loading is applied to the fully equilibrated

model using the deformation-controlled method by varying the
tilt factor of the simulation box in the xy plane (Figure 1d).
The bottom end of the model is fixed, and the upper surface is
stretched at a constant speed of v. The shear strain is defined as
ε = δx/2Ly, where δx and Ly are the displacement along the x-
axis and the dimension of the simulation box along the y-axis,
respectively. The enforced strain rate is 2.20 × 106 s−1 with a
time step of 10 fs, making the GrF deform from a shear strain
of 0.00 to 1.00. The NVT (constant number of atoms, constant
volume, and constant temperature) and the Nose/́Hoover
temperature thermostat are used to update the positions and
velocities of atoms at each time step, and the stress response is
calculated based on the virial stress formulation.38 See more
details about the virial stress in Section 2 in the Supporting
Information.
To ensure the reliability of results, for each influencing

factor, e.g., cross-link density, three numerical samples with
different initial microstructures are used to conduct simu-
lations. All the simulations are performed in a large-scale
atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS).39

The results are visualized based on the Open Visualization
Tool (OVITO).40

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. The Strain Hardening Phenomenon. The mechan-
ical response of the 5-layer GrF is shown in Figure 2. The
fracture state of GrFs can be quantitatively characterized by the
fraction of broken bonds f broken, which is defined as the current
number of broken bonds divided by the total number of
chemical bonds in the initial materials. Figure 2a shows the
synchronous change laws of shear stress τxy and f broken with
shear strain under external shear loading.

In order to fully reflect the effect of graphene sheets and
cross-links and to consider the dynamic evolution of bond-
breakings, three graphene sheets G1, G2, and G3 connected by
cross-links are used as representative load-bearing units (RLU)
to analyze the stress distribution and fracture propagation at
different loading periods from the perspective of micro-
structures, as shown in the illustrations in Figure 2a. Figure 2b
shows the distribution and evolution of stress component τxy in
GrFs of 5-layer graphene sheets under shear loading, and those
in GrFs of other layers can be found in Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information.
According to the stress−strain curve, the material undergoes

four stages under shear loading, including the linear elastic
stage OA (0.00 < ε < 0.12), the yield stage AB (0.12 ≤ ε <
0.26), the strain hardening stage BC (0.26 ≤ ε < 0.31), and the
strain softening stage CE (0.31 ≤ ε < 1.10). At the beginning
of the loading (point O, ε = 0.00), the structure is in the stable
state after energy minimization. The value of shear stress is 0,
and there is no stress concentration in the RLU. For the whole
structure in Figure 2b, there is almost no stress concentration
but only a few weak stress concentration areas around some
cross-links. The shear stress in the RLU increases linearly in
stage OA, as featured by the enlarging and reddening stress
concentration areas around the cross-links. According to the
curve of f broken, the number of broken bonds keeps to be 0
during this stage, which indicates that no chemical bonds have
reached their load-bearing limits yet.
When the shear strain is 0.10 (point A on the stress−strain

curve), the cross-link between G2 and G3 in the RLU reaches
the load-bearing limit and breaks, and then, the stress
concentration near this bond-breaking position is eliminated.
Meanwhile, the stress−strain curve enters the yield stage AB
during which the value of shear stress changes little. Combined
with the change of fbroken, it is clear that the emergence of
broken bonds directly leads to the yield stage of the GrF. The
distribution of shear stress at point A in Figure 2b shows that
the stress concentration areas in the GrF increase significantly
compared with the initial stress state. Further observation
reveals that stress concentration still distributes near cross-
links, and connected graphene sheets participate in the
formation of the force chains,41 which is consistent with the
analysis of microstructures. Ma and Chen42 reported that
intersheet cross-links can effectively strengthen the mechanical
properties of GrFs like improving the tension strength or
tension stiffness since cross-links can connect graphene sheets
and thus enhance the load-bearing capacity. This cross-link
effect is totally consistent with the above structural analysis.
In the porous GrFs, the stress state is directly affected by the

macro cumulative competition of two parts, including the
stress reduction part caused by bond-breakings and stress
rearrangement triggered by external loading. These two factors
are not completely independent. Instead, bond-breaking and
stress redistribution are often mutually causal, given that bond-
breaking will definitely lead to the release of accumulated
energy, inevitably causing stress rearrangement, and the stress
increase due to the stress rearrangement may promote the
chemical bonds to reach their load-bearing limits and finally
break.
During the yield stage, the stress reduction caused by bond-

breakings plays a leading role. Although only 82 bonds break
across the whole structure, accounting for only 0.46‰ of all
chemical bonds, these broken bonds are dispersed globally
rather than locally, resulting in as many as 56 sheets of
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graphene with directly rearranged geometry and stress. Only
these directly involved graphene sheets account for 56% of all
graphene sheets, and other graphene sheets are indirectly
affected by bond-breakings through the interaction among
graphene sheets. Due to the nonlocalized distribution of these
broken bonds, the value of shear stress is relatively stable and
oscillates around 50 MPa in the AB stage, although the external
loading is persistent.
The degree of freedom at the original connection is

increased because of bond-breakings. In the RLU, the relative
position of graphene sheets changes and the shear stress
increases under the continuous external loading after bond-
breakings. Graphene sheets tend to align to the loading
direction, releasing the load-bearing potential of in-plane high-
strength characteristic, so stress increases after the instanta-
neous reduction caused by bond-breakings. From the
perspective of microstructural evolution, bond-breaking can
lead to the rearrangement of geometry and stress of graphene
sheets. On the whole GrF scale, nonlocalized bond-breakings
result in the rearrangement of geometry and stress of many
graphene sheets, causing GrF’s load-bearing ability increases.
When this part of cumulative stress increase is greater than the
part of stress decrease caused by bond-breakings, the material
enters the strain hardening stage BC.
In stage BC, the sharp rise of stress leads to the massive

appearance of new broken bonds. According to the curve of
f broken, the increase rate of broken bonds featured by the
tangent slope of the curve is the fastest in the whole loading
process, as shown by the blue line. Seen from Figure 2b, after
the bond-breakings and resultant rearrangement of geometry
and stress in the yield stage, the stress concentration areas at
the beginning of the strain hardening stage (point B, ε = 0.26)
increase obviously compared to the stress state at point A, and
these areas are distributed all over the GrF rather than in
certain local positions. Moreover, due to the slide of graphene
sheets under shear loading, holes begin to appear in the
structure, as shown by the black dashed circle. In the strain
hardening stage, the stress increase caused by stress rearrange-
ment keeps playing a leading role, and the GrF reaches the
maximum load-bearing capacity of 98 MPa when the shear
strain ε is 0.31. As shown from Figure 2b, the distribution of
stress concentration at point C is significantly wider than that
at point B and is basically uniform across the structure. The
hole appearing at point B expands, and there are new holes
developed.
Bond-breakings increase continuously as seen from the curve

of f broken, and then, the material undergoes the strain softening
stage CE. In this process, the stress decreases as a result of the
everlasting bond-breakings. However, the stress curve does not
drop monotonously but has some multipeaks like point D. As
shown in the RLU at point D, bond-breakings lead to the
instantaneous drop of stress followed by the rearrangement of
stress under shear loading, so the temporary peak D happens
when the stress increase part caused by rearrangement is
stronger than the stress decrease part caused by bond-
breakings. Nieto et al.17 and Pan et al.18 have also observed
the phenomenon of multipeaks on the stress−strain curve of
GrFs under tension loading, and they have a similar analysis to
this paper. According to the stress state at point D in Figure
2b, the areas of stress concentration have no drastic change
compared with those at point C, while the holes develop and
expand further. In the strain softening stage, the stress in the
RLU decreases owing to the new broken bond of cross-links

between G1 and G3. When the shear strain ε equals 1.00, holes
further connect and two fracture zones appear in the GrF, and
only a few graphene sheets remain connected over the fracture
zones, as shown in the black dashed box in Figure 2b.

3.2. The Nonlocalized Fracture. The uniformity of global
distribution of broken bonds is quantitatively measured by the
coefficient of variation Cv. The calculation method of Cv is
shown in Figure 3a, where the model is divided into some

subregions with equal volumes. With the increasing shear
strain, the number of broken bonds in each subregion during
the loading process is monitored, and then, Cv of broken bonds
can be calculated by the ratio of the standard deviation and the
average of the number of broken bonds in each subregion. The
formula of Cv at every monitoring moment is as follows:

C
S
N N

i
n N N

n
v

d 1
( )i

2

=
̅

=
∑

̅
=

− ̅

(1)

where i is the serial number of a certain subregion, n is the total
number of subregions, Ni, N̅, and Sd are the number of broken
bonds in subregion i and the average and standard deviation of
broken bonds in all subregions, respectively.
The coefficient of variation is a commonly used statistical

parameter to measure the dispersion degree of sets of data.
Here, we need to analyze the dispersion degree of broken
bonds during the whole loading process, but the total number
of broken bonds at each monitoring time is not a constant, so
the standard deviation is not applicable to evaluate the
evolution of fracture. The coefficient of variation is a
dimensionless quantity, calculated by the ratio of standard
deviation and average, which can standardize the average of
multiple sets of data. Therefore, this parameter is completely
applicable to describe the evolution of the distribution of
broken bonds in the materials. The method of the coefficient
of variation has been widely applied to the characteristic
analysis of the statistical distributions of mechanical properties,
including ultimate strength or the fatigue limit.44 The larger
the Cv, the more uneven the distribution of broken bonds is,
meaning that bond-breakings in GrF are localized. On the
contrary, a smaller Cv indicates that the distribution of broken
bonds shows the nonlocalized fracture characteristic. The size
of subregions should not be too large; otherwise, the statistical
data cannot fully demonstrate the concept of “global” or “local”
distribution, while it would be much inefficient if the size of

Figure 3. Nonlocalized fracture of GrFs under shear loading. (a)
Schematic diagram of calculating the coefficient of variation of bond-
breaking distribution Cv. (b) Variation of Cv with shear strain. The
inset shows the distribution of bond-breakings when the shear strain is
0.26. Note that the broken bonds are magnified 30 times and
projected to the upper surface for visualization. (c) Nonlocalized
fracture characteristics in other GrF-based materials. Photograph
courtesy of Nieto et al.43 Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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subregions is too small to cover the length of chemical bonds.
Thus, the numerical model of GrF is divided into 30 × 30 × 30
subregions (n = 27,000), each of which contains an average of
7 bonds.
The curve of Cv in the shear loading process is shown in

Figure 3b. At the initial time of bond-breakings (shear strain ε
is about 0.11), there are two broken bonds in the GrF, and the
average and standard deviation of broken bonds in all
subregions are 4.32 × 10−6 and 0.0021, respectively, so Cv is
480.86. With the increase in shear strain, the number of broken
bonds rises and bond-breakings distribute globally, so Cv
decreases rapidly. When the shear strain is about 0.26, there
are 164 broken bonds across the GrF, and the average and
standard deviation of broken bonds in all subregions are 3.54 ×
10−4 and 0.0196, respectively, leading to a relatively small value
of Cv of 55.31. When the shear strain gets to 1.00, Cv decreases
to 24.74, meaning that the distribution of fracture is almost
uniform.
The curve of Cv drops rapidly when the shear strain is 0.11−

0.26, which coincides well with the characteristics of the yield
stage described in Section 3.1: The GrF enters the yield stage
when bond-breakings happen and are gradually distributed
globally, causing the rearrangement of geometry and stress
across the GrF, which undergoes strain hardening after the
cumulative stress increase. The inset of Figure 3b shows the
distribution of broken bonds at the beginning of the strain
hardening stage (ε = 0.26), in which the particles at both ends
of the broken bonds are enlarged and projected onto the upper
surface in a blue color for visualization. It can be seen that the
positions of bond-breakings are nonlocalized. The fractures in
GrFs with different graphene layers are also nonlocalized, as
seen from Figure S3 in the Supporting Information.
Analogous nonlocalized fracture has also been confirmed in

GrF-based materials. For instance, in a GrF-based hybrid
graphene foam/polylactic acid−poly-ε-caprolactone copolymer
(Figure 3c), nonlocalized fracture in tensile tests can be
observed as shown by the red circles, and the foam underwent
necking and finally broke in a ductile manner with an uneven
fracture surface.43

Gao’s team32 reported in their review about the fracture of
graphene that the crack path of a single graphene sheet
propagates along the crack tip and forms a fracture zone
locally, independent of loading conditions such as chemical,
irradiation, quasi-static, and dynamic fracture. Zhang et al.45

verified the applicability of the classical Griffith brittle fracture
theory46 in the defect-free graphene sheet through exper-
imental observation and theoretical analysis. Different from the
localized fracture in regular and ordered single graphene
sheets, the 3D graphene assembly shows the nonlocalized
fracture characteristic, which is mainly caused by the porous
structure of this kind of disordered material. It is easy for the
cross-links between the building blocks to become the stress
concentration areas and break after reaching the load-bearing
limits; then, the degree of freedom of the graphene sheets that
once connected increases, accumulated energy is released, and
the stress concentration is eliminated. After that, the bond-
breakings occur at other chemical bonds, which newly reach
the load-bearing limit and are not affected by the bond-
breaking events at the previous moments, so the distribution of
bond-breakings presents the nonlocalized and gradual
evolution.
3.3. The Rearrangement of Geometry and Stress. In

order to quantitatively describe the rearrangement of geometry

of graphene sheets, the angle θ between each graphene sheet
and the shear direction during the loading process is calculated,
and then, the arithmetic average angle θ̅ is obtained. By
analyzing the change law of the average angle with shear strain,
the trend of the rearrangement of geometry of GrFs can be
depicted. The rearrangement of geometry and stress in GrFs is

shown in Figure 4. Figure 4a presents the diagram for
calculating the average angle, and the formula is as follows:
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where i is the serial number of graphene sheets (from 1 to 100
in our numerical model), NG is the total number of graphene
sheets in GrF (NG = 100), and ni and nshear are the normal
vectors of the graphene sheet Gi and the shear direction of the
current simulation box, respectively. By calculating the angle
between ni and nshear and taking the acute angle into
consideration, the inclination angle θi of the graphene sheet
Gi can be obtained. The average angle θ̅ is the arithmetic angle
of the inclination angles of all graphene sheets.
It should be noted that in the 3D structure, not all the

graphene sheets will align to the shear direction, and some of
the graphene sheets play the role of structural supports, which
are called structural graphene sheets. The rotation of these
graphene sheets under shear loading is small, that is, the
difference of the inclination angle between the initial time and
the end time of loading Δθ is very slight. For example, the
graphene sheets in 5-layer GrF with Δθ < 5° account for about
24%. Therefore, in order to accurately calculate the average
angle of graphene sheets caused by shear loading, the part of
structural graphene sheets should be excluded in statistical
analysis in a proper way.
The change of the average angle during shear loading is

shown in Figure 4b. Without losing generality, the graphene
sheets with rotation angles Δθ > 10, 30, and 45° were selected
for statistical analysis. The proportions of graphene sheets
meeting Δθ > 10, 30, and 45° are 63, 23, and 14%,
respectively. Three curves in Figure 4b decrease monotonically
with the increase in shear strain, and all the inflection points

Figure 4. Rearrangement of geometry and stress in GrFs. (a)
Schematic diagram of the angle θ between graphene sheets Gi and the
loading direction. (b) Variation of the average angle θ̅ with shear
strain. (c) Evolution of geometry and stress of a graphene sheet
during the shear loading process.
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appear at ε = 0.26. The tangent slope of the curves can reflect
the deflection speed of graphene sheets. The slope of the same
curve is larger before the inflection point compared to that
when ε > 0.26 (the trend for the curve of Δθ > 45° is more
obvious than the other two since more structural graphene
sheets are eliminated), which indicates that there are drastic
rearrangements of geometry in the GrF before the inflection
points. Rearrangement of geometry and stress causes the
occurrence of the strain hardening stage (0.26 ≤ ε < 0.31).
Take a graphene sheet with a large rotation angle Δθ > 45°

for example to present the rearrangement of geometry and
stress, as shown in Figure 4c. When the shear strain is 0.00, the
graphene sheet is almost perpendicular to the shear direction,
and the stress in the sheet is relatively small featured by green
contour. When the shear strain increases to 0.26, the graphene
sheet has obviously aligned to the shear direction since θ is
significantly reduced, and there is high stress concentration in
the graphene sheet. When the shear strain gets to 1.00, the
normal vector of the graphene sheet almost coincides with the
shear direction.
The alignment of graphene sheets along the loading

direction was also observed under tensile loading. Nieto et
al.17 carried out in situ tensile tests on GrFs and observed that
some graphene sheets aligned to the tensile direction, utilizing
the in-plane strength advantage of 2D sheets, so the tension
modulus was four orders of magnitude higher than that of the
compression modulus. Pan et al.18 reproduced the alignment of
the building blocks of GrFs under tensile loading based on
CGMD and reported that the rearrangement of graphene
sheets is part of the reason for the viscoelasticity of the
material.
Under tension and shear loading, the building blocks in

GrFs can slip relatively, and the chemical bonds break when
they reach the fracture strain. Both tension and shear loading
provide the allowable deformation space for the graphene
sheets, so the geometry and stress can be rearranged when the
degree of freedom is released after bond-breakings. However,
there is no alignment and few bonds break in the case of
compression, where the strain hardening at a compressive
strain of approximately −0.90 is mainly caused by the bending
deformation and the sudden increase in van der Waals
repulsion.21

3.4. The Strain Hardening Mechanism. Figure5
illustrates the strain hardening regime of GrFs under shear
loading. The shear stress, the fraction of broken bonds f broken,
the coefficient of variation of bond-breakings Cv, the curve of
the average angle θ̅ between graphene sheets (Δθ > 45°), and
the shear loading with shear strain ε are plotted in Figure 5a to
reflect the mechanism of strain hardening. In the yield stage of
the stress−strain curve (0.26 ≤ ε < 0.31), f broken increases
rapidly, and accordingly, Cv decreases drastically, reflecting the
characteristic of nonlocalized fracture. At the same time, the
change rate of θ̅ (the tangent slope of the curve) is relatively
higher, meaning strong rearrangement of geometry in GrFs,
which is always accompanied by the rearrangement of stress.
All of those prove that the strain hardening stage is caused by
the nonlocalized fractures and resultant rearrangement of
geometry and stress.
The evolution of microstructures is illustrated by the

schematic diagram shown in Figure 5b, in which two graphene
sheets are connected by a cross-link. Under the external shear
loading, the cross-link reaches its load-bearing limit and breaks,
and then, two graphene sheets can move freely and align to the

shear direction, making better use of the high in-plane strength.
The cumulative events of these microstructures eventually lead
to the strain hardening of GrFs.
Zhou’s team20 studied the mechanical response of GrFs

under shear loading using AAMD. It was found that GrFs
could promptly form stable structures under shear deformation
and remain their stability during subsequent annealing
treatment. Thus, they suggested that the internal configuration
of GrFs can be tuned by shear loading and the structure can be
stabilized after the rearrangement. In addition, the strain
hardening regime of GrFs under shear loading was also
revealed by Xia et al.19 through CGMD. This paper further
revealed the mechanism of strain hardening, which enriches
the understanding of the 3D graphene assembly.
The strain hardening regime is also widely observed in

metals and polymer materials. Taking steel as an example, its
internal microstructures change after plastic deformation.47

The grains are elongated along the direction of maximum
deformation, and the lattice is distorted; thus, the resistance to
deformation is improved. For polymers, the strain hardening
behavior is mainly caused by the alignment of the chain
network, which is initially entangled along the tension
direction.23 There have been mature preparation processes to
take advantage of this strain hardening regime for improving
the mechanical performance of these materials. During the
manufacturing process of metals, strength can be improved
after realizing strain hardening by increasing dislocation
density, adding a second phase to make an alloy, or changing
the distribution of the grain size.22 For the same reason, we can

Figure 5. Mechanism of the strain hardening in GrFs. (a)
Synchronous variation of shear stress, the fraction of broken bonds,
the coefficient of variation of bond-breaking distribution, and the
average angle with shear strain. (b) Microstructural diagram of the
strain hardening regime.
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tune the mechanical responses of GrFs effectively based on the
unveiled mechanism of strain hardening in Figure 5.
3.5. The Effects of the Number of Graphene Layers

and Cross-Link Density. Figure 6 shows the mechanical
response of GrFs with different graphene layers or cross-link
densities under shear loading. GrFs assembled from 1, 2, 5, and
10 layers of graphene sheets with the same relative cross-link
density of 0.47 are obtained, and their stress−strain curves are
shown in Figure 6a. The results of other graphene layers can be
found in Figure S4 in the Supporting Information. GrFs with
different graphene layers undergo the same stages, including
the linear elastic, yield plateau, strain hardening, and post-peak
strain softening stages. Shear stiffness and shear strength are
the slope of the linear elastic stage and the peak value of the
stress−strain curve, respectively.
With the increase in the number of graphene layers n, (1)

the shear modulus G increases, satisfying a power scaling law of
G ∼ n1.95 (Figure 6b); (2) the initiation strain of the yielding
stage decreases indicated by the arrow i since the initial bond-
breaking happens earlier, as bonds reach the loading limit
faster in the harder GrFs than in the softer GrFs (see more
details in Figure S4); (3) the yielding stage is shortened, and
the initiation strain of the strain hardening stage is smaller

indicated by the arrow ii; in structures composed of more
graphene layers, stress adjusts and increases more rapidly after
bond-breakings, leading to a prompt offset of the stress
reduction caused by broken bonds, and the overall stress
increase becomes the dominant pattern in harder GrFs earlier
than in the softer GrFs; (4) the peak strain decreases, and the
shear strength increases indicated by the arrow iii.
GrFs assembled from 5-layer graphene sheets connected by

different cross-link densities are obtained to analyze the effect
of cross-link density ρ on the mechanical response of the
material under shear loading, as shown in Figure 6c. When ρ
equals 0.00, 0.19, and 0.57, the general trends of stress−strain
curves are similar, including the linear elastic, yield, strain
hardening, and strain softening stages, identical with the main
stress stages in Figure 6a. However, for the structure with a
large number of cross-links (ρ = 1.00), the yield plateau is
obscure because the rapid massive bond-breakings cause the
drastic rearrangement of geometry and stress, leading to the
material entering the strain hardening stage rapidly right after
the linear elastic stage.
With the increase in cross-link density, (1) the shear

modulus increases in a linear fashion because of the good stress
transfer capability (Figure 6d); (2) the initiation strain in the

Figure 6. Effect of the number of graphene layers and cross-link density on mechanical properties of GrFs under shear loading. (a) Stress−strain
curves of GrFs with different layers of graphene. (b) Relationship between shear modulus G and the number of graphene layers n. (c) Stress−strain
curves of GrFs with different cross-link densities. (d) Relationship between shear modulus G and cross-link density ρ. (e) Shear test of GrFs. (i)
Loading device. (ii) Schematic diagram of shear loading. (f) Stress−strain curve of GrF under shear loading in experiments. The inset shows the
fracture of the GrF sample.
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yielding stage decreases indicated by the arrow i since the
initial bond-breaking happens earlier (see more details in
Figure S5); (3) the yielding stage is shortened, and the
initiation strain of the strain hardening stage decreases
indicated by the arrow ii since the stress increase soon
becomes the dominant part owing to the good connectivity
and wide load-bearing paths; (4) the peak point occurs earlier,
and the shear strength increases as indicated by the arrow iii.
As shown in Figure 6e-i, shear tests were carried out using

commercial GrFs prepared by an assembly method with the
disorderly porous structure shown in Figure 1c. More details
about the experimental samples are given in the part of
“Experimental Information” at the end of this paper. The shear
loading is applied by a deformation-controlled method by
moving the fixture1 up while keeping the fixture2 still (Figure
6e-ii). The stress−strain curve (Figure 6f) is consistent
qualitatively with the result of the GrF with ρ = 1.00 in
Figure 6c, including the linear elastic stage OA, yield point AB,
strain hardening BC, and the failure period CD (the failure
state of the GrF is shown in the inset of Figure 6f), which is
due to the high cross-link density in experimental samples.
In addition to the above-mentioned configuration parame-

ters, the strain hardening regime is also independent of the
ambient temperature, as shown in Figure S5. This temper-
ature-invariant characteristic is in good agreement with the
thermal stability observed in carbon-based materials such as
carbon nanotubes48 and GrFs,2 which can maintain good
elasticity even in extreme conditions (from −196 to 1000 °C),
while other polymer materials such as rubbers possess a limited
operational temperature range (for example, for silicone
rubber, it is −55 to 300 °C).48

These analyses are particularly useful to provide inspiration
for better applications. For instance, the anode materials in
lithium-ion batteries often adopt the porous GrF as a structural
skeleton, in which Si nanospheres are embedded to resist
volume variations during charging and discharging.6 In this
sense, the mechanical properties of the GrF chiefly determine
the durability and tolerable working conditions of the batteries,
which could be enhanced by utilizing the strain hardening
regime. Moreover, in many GrF-based devices used for gas
detection and sorbents, one of the most basic requirements is
the mechanical robustness of the GrF.5,49 The bearing capacity
and connectivity are expected to be optimized considering the
strain hardening behavior. Particularly, the fracture and failure
of materials are crucial issues in applications such as stretchable
electronic devices and biocompatible scaffolds,43,50 so the
nonlocalized fracture of GrF and the resultant local failures of
the material must be determined. As graphene is an excellent
pioneer of 2D materials, these related studies can provide a
meaningful understanding of the design and applications of
booming 2D materials and their 3D assemblies.51

4. CONCLUSIONS
The structural and mechanical properties of GrFs under shear
loading are systematically investigated using CGMD. Different
from the continuous solid materials like metals, the bond-
breakings in GrFs are global, and the fracture propagation is
nonlocalized rather than growing along a local crack tip,
ensued by the rearrangement of geometry and stress of
graphene sheets. The cumulative events of nonlocalized
fracture and resultant rearrangement of geometry and stress
lead to the strain hardening regime after the yield plateau. The
strain hardening phenomenon exists widely in GrFs with

various configuration parameters such as the number of
graphene layers and the cross-link densities. The shear stiffness
increases in a linear manner with cross-link density and satisfies
the power law G ∼ n1.95 with the number of graphene layers
but independent of the ambient temperature. These results
could not only provide a valuable understanding of the
graphene assembly to further optimize its design and
engineering applications but also inspire the apprehension of
other appealing 3D porous assemblies based on 2D materials.

5. EXPERIMENTAL INFORMATION
The experiment shown in Figure 6e,f was done using the
Instron 5848 MicroTester. GrF samples were purchased from
Best Materials Co., Ltd. (http://www.jiacaikeji1899.com). By
using a self-assembly method, the graphene oxide foams were
first prepared on the basis of graphene oxide, and then, a
reduction procedure under high temperature was applied to
obtain porous GrFs. The purity was greater than 99%. The
samples used in the experiment were cylinders with a height of
10 ± 2 mm and a diameter of 20 ± 2 mm.
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